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Beshear's 2nd
inauguration
will be fairly
'economical'
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Tough economic times will
translate into a "fairly economical" inaugural celebration to
mark the start of Gov. Steve
Beshear's second term.
"The state's
gone through
hard times, and
we want to be
thrifty about
it," Beshear
said late last
week
after
delivering a
speech at a
Veterans Day
Beshear
event
in
Frankfort. "1 don't think we
have to be lavish in that celebration. I think everybody can
enjoy it and at the same time we
can be fairly economical about
it."
Beshear
overwhelmingly
defeated Republican David
Williams and independent
Gatewood
Galbraith
in
Tuesday's election despite a
first term marked by an ailing
economy and widespread job
losses, which the challengers
heralded as top issues in the
race.
Economists expect the issues
to follow Beshear well into his
second term, though they're
predicting modest growth in
coming months.
Beshear said he will make job
creation the top priority of his
second term.
With a more modest inaugural
celebration, Beshear is aiming
to show Kentucky residents that
he is mindful of the financial
woes many of them are dealing
with. Nearly one in 10 workers
in the state is unemployed.
An inaugural committee will
raise money from private
donors to cover the costs of the
Dec. 13 festivities. In the past,
the event has included a parade
through Frankfort, the official
swearing-in and elaborate balls
at the Capitol.
In 2007. Beshear's inaugural
committee raised more than
$750,000. The governor was
unsure Friday how much next
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By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Wnter
he Need Line Christmas Food
Drive is underway, and the
agency is in need of food and
monetary donations, as well as volunteers to help the annual program be a
success.
The Christmas Food Drive is held
every year to help low-income families
and seniors that might not be able to
afford a special meal for the holiday.
The program is conducted in addition to
the services Need Line offers every day,
said Tonia. Casey, executive director.
Casey expects to distribute 600 baskets

T

this year.
Baskets typically include a wide range
of food items, such as stuffing mix,
sweet potatoes, turkey, cake mix and
frosting, cranberry sauce, canned peas
and corn, macaroni and cheese box mix,
Jell-0 and candy canes. The small baskets contain enough food for one-tothree people. Each basket will likely last
for at least two meals, said Casey.
"You can get gifts all day long, but if
you're hungry, the gifts don't matter.
But when you can sit down as a family
together and have a really good meal - I
mean, it's the celebration of a birth, and
we want everyone as a family to come

together on that special
day," stated Casey.
Letters have been sent
out to area churches
asking congregations to
pledge food items to go
in the baskets. Casey
estimates filling a small
basket costs about $40.
She encourages everyCasey
one in the community
to do a little bit to contribute to the effort by either giving
money to buy food items, donating individual food items or volunteering to prepare and distribute the food.
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Holiday Open Houses
HAWKINS TEAGUE /
Ledger & Times

Numerous shoppers turned
up at businesses around
Murray over the weekend for
the annual Holiday Open
Houses. Above, Beth Durbin,
left, and her daughter,
Shelby, of Almo, browse at
Penique's Sunday afternoon.
At left, Leta Gregory, left,
and her daughter, Lori Batts,
of Graves County, look at
items in Marsha's of Murray.
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The drop-off deadline for food items
for the Christmas baskets is Friday, Dec.
9, she said. Dropping the food off early
gives volunteers time to sort and prepare
for distribution.
To be placed on the list to receive a
basket, families or individuals must
sign-up between Nov. 21 and Dec. 6:
They must prove income and need, and
show residency in either Murray or
Calloway County, Casey noted. She
added that need does not always mean
annual income.
"If a church calls and says 'John Doe

Share the
Hope heads
again to
eastern Ky.
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Monday:
A 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Cloudy, with a high
near 74. Breezy, with a southwest wind 19 to 22 mph
decreasing to between 11 and
14 mph. Winds could gust as
high as 31 mph.
Monday Night: Showers and
possibly a thunderstorm. Low
around 56. Southwest wind
between 6 and 9 mph becoming
calm. Chance of precipitation is
90 percent.
Tuesday: Showers and possibly a thunderstorm. High near
64. South wind around 6 mph
becoming calm. Chance of precipitation is 80 percent.
Tuesday Night: Rain. Low
around 43. Calm wind becoming north between 11 and 14
mph. Winds could gust as high
as 22 mph.
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Obama caps summit diplomacy in Hawaii
BEN FELLER
AP White House Correspondent
KAPOLEI, Hawaii (AP) — President
Barack Obama on Sunday tied the hopes of
a faster American economic recovery to the
booming Pacific Rim region, saying "we're
not going to be able to put our folks back to
work" unless the Asia-Pacific region is successful as an engine for the world.
"We consider it a top priority," Obama
said of the region where his administration
is pouring in time and political capital to
expand exports and business ties.
The president spoke as he dove into a day
of summit diplomacy, proudly using his
home state of Hawaii as the American
foothold to the Pacific. He gathered with
leaders of 21 nations of the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation forum, whose
nations span from Chile to China and
account for roughly half the world's trade
and economic output.
In the midst of a hard re-election bid,

Obama kept his message on jobs, even as
he privately lobbied for help on containing
the Iranian nuclear threat.
He was to cap the summit with a solo
news conference in which topics on and off
his scripted agenda were likely to emerge.
Born in Hawaii, Obama reveled in having the world stage on his home turf, while
back east the Republicans seeking to oust
him from the White House assailed his foreign policy record.
Obama used his moment to signal to
business executives and Asian leadirs that
the United States has shifted from a post9/1 1 war focus to re-engagement all across
the Pacific.
"We represent close to 3 billion people,
from different continents and cultures,"
Obama told his APEC partners on
Saturday, ahead of some luau entertainment. "Our citizens have sent us here with
a common task: to bring our economies
closer together, to cooperate, to create jobs

and prosperity that our people deserve so
that they can provide for their families."
The president is on a 9-day venture away
from Washington's daily political gridlock.
He will visit Australia and Indonesia before
returning to the White House on Nov. 20.
On Saturday, largely a day of sideline
meetings here, Obama Kodded the skeptical leaders of Russia and China for support
in dialing back Iran's nuclear ambitions,
but without winning endorsement from
either man. Neither Russian President
Dmitry Medvedev nor Chinese President
Hu Jintao publicly echoed Obama's push
for solidarity over Iran.
Obama did announce the broad outlines
of an agreement to create a transpacific
trade zone encompassing the United States
and eight other nations before going into
meetings with Hu and Medvedev where he

•See Page 2

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A local charity will once again
bring good tidings and joy to a
small eastern Kentucky town
this Christmas.
Lynn Rogers is the president
and founder of Share the Hope,
which has been bringing essential goods to families in eastern
Kentucky each Christmas since
1990. Share the Hope has
helped different eastern counties over the years, and volunteers will this year be traveling
to Wolfe County. Rogers said
they will be meeting with abodt
125 families at Campton
Middle School to distribute
items. The organization has
received assistance from several
churches and schools and is
non-denominational, he said.
Rogers said the organization
is still needing donations of
food and personal hygiene
products, including toilet paper,
soap and cleaning supplies. The
warehouse for Share the Hope
is located in Puryear, Tenn. and
is being maintained by Carleen
and David Chandler, who can
be reached at (731) 336-0167,
Rogers said.
"We realize as much as anyone that we've got a lot of needs
here (in Calloway County)too,"
Rogers said. "But what we're
asking for is if you can just give
us a small portion to help our
neighbors. I have letters from
the kids, from families (thanking us); there was even a newspaper article in their paper
down there. It was really interesting to read it at the time.
They called us angels.'Who are
these people in the far western
part of the state who traveled
these many, many miles to help
their fellow Kentuckians in the
mountains, who are forgotten?"
Rogers said volunteers will
leave on Friday, Dec. 9, and
drive seven hours to reach
Wolfe County before unloading
the semi truck at the school. The
families will then gather the
next morning at the school,
where a couple from Paris.
Tenn. who volunteer with Share
the Hope will lead a short
Christmas program. As always,
"Santa Claus" will be there to
hand presents to the children.
Rogers played Santa every
year until last year, he said. He
said he has told the story of the
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Ark. jury finds
against Ky.
trucker in crash

11 Share the Hope...
From Front
first trip Share the Hope made a
trip many times, and that it
reminds him why the project is
so special to him.
"The kids were so excited, and
the principal came up to me and
she said, 'A lot of these kids
have never seen Santa Claus,—
Rogers said. "When I came out,
all these kids that had been seated all nice and orderly and quiet
in anticipation, they jumped up
and ran at me. I'll never forget
that sight. They all stopped, just
inches from me. There was this

little girl, her name was Tonya,
probably 6 years old, Coke bottle glasses on. She grabbed me
and she hugged my legs and
looked up at me and said, 'I love
you, Santa.' And she said,'Why
haven't you ever come here
before?"
"And that broke my heart.
Tears started coming, and I
thought, 'I am supposed to be
Santa Claus and this girl is making me cry!—
Any questions about Share the
Hope can be directed to Rogers
at 753-1002.

Photos provided

Joey Wilcox, above, gives a thumbs-up sign as he and other students, above and at left, from
the Paducah Area Technology Center gather toys and food for Share the Hope. Share the
Hope president and founder Lynn Rogers is a Murray resident and teaches at the Paducah
Area Technology Center. The items will be taken to Wolfe County on Dec. 9.

•APEC Summit ...
From Front

HAPPEINIINGS
by Arinita Peeler

We did our civic duty this
week and voted. Since Hickory
Woods is our voting precinct, it
makes it very convenient to
:fr. exercise one of our national freedoms.
We celebrated Veteran's Day
this week with a special activity
•
where veterans shared their tour
of duty experiences with us. We
salute our Hickory Woods veterans: Eugene Waggoner. Marion
Brown, Dennis Miller, Sam
Spiceland, Paul McGregor, Tom
Auer, Carl Sainato, Elster
Mullins and Arlie Scott.
We
appreciate
Sheila
Crossland from West Kentucky
Allied Services coming out and
explaining to us about Medicare
Part D Open Enrollment. She's
coming back to teach us more
about Medicare and how to read
our explanation of benefits.
Our birthday wishes this
week go out to Elster Mullins
and employee, Patsy Porter.
Happy Birthday to both of you,
and many more!
Next week our entire building
will be in a "stir.- We will be
preparing for our 2012 Calendar
unveiling on Saturday night the
19th. We have reservations for
approximately 2(X) residents,
families and guests for the
,
unveiling and dinner to follow.
•
We are anxious to finally see our
pictures and we are each praying
they will be good! We are going
to be interviewed by WPSD
Channel 6, The Murray Ledger
and Times, and The Paducah
Sun. Also, the evening of the
unveiling, FROGGY Radio
Station will be interviewing us.
We feel like celebrities! It's like
4the television commercial that
0011, says you can buy almost anything but some things are "price.: less," and that's what our pictures in the calendar mean to us
and our families.

raised a new report from the
U.N. atomic afency. The report
asserted in the strongest terms to
date that Iran is conducting
secret work to develop nuclear
arms.
Russia and China remain a
roadblock to the United States in
its push to tighten international
sanctions on Iran. Both are vetowielding members of the U.N.
Security Council and have
shown no sign the new report
will change their stand.
Alongside Medvedev, Obama
said the two "reaffirmed our
intention to work to shape a common response" on Iran.
Shortly after, Obama joined
Hu, in a run of back-to-back
diplomacy with the heads of two
countries that have complicated
and at times divisive relations
with the United States, occasional partners in joint international
endeavors, but also frequent

rivals or adversaries on more difficult issues, especially those
with strategic implications.
Obama said that he and the
Chinese leader want to ensure
that Iran abides by "international
rules and norms."
Obama's comments were broad
enough to portray a united front
without yielding any clear indication of progress.
Medvedev, for his part, was
largely silent on Iran during his
remarks, merely acknowledging
that the subject was discussed.
Hu did not mention Iran at all.
White House aides insisted
later that Russia and China
remain unified with the United
States and other allies in preventing Iran from developing nuclear
weapons, and that Obama, Hu
and Medvedev had agreed to
work on the next steps. Deputy
national security adviser Ben
Rhodes said the new allegations
about Iran's programs demand an
international response.

"I think the Russians and the
Chinese understand that," he
said. "We're going to be working
with them to formulate that
response."
As the president held forth on
the world stage, Republicans
vying to compete against Obama
for the presidency unleashed
withering criticism in a debate in
South Carolina. It was a rare
moment in which foreign policy
garnered attention in a campaign
dominated by the flagging U.S.
economy.
"If we re-elect Barack Obama,
Iran will have a nuclear weapon.
And if you elect Mitt Romney,
Iran will not have a nuclear
weapon," said Romney,a former
Massachusetts governor.
Iran has insisted its nuclear
work is in the peaceful pursuit of
energy
and research, not
weaponry.
More broadly, Obama is seeking while in Hawaii to position
the United States as a key player
among economies that already
account for 44 percent of world
trade, a figure the administration

believes will grow.
For businesses, Manta said,
"this is where the action's going
to be."
On the Pacific trade pact,
Obama said details must still be
worked out, but said the goal was
to complete the deal by next year.

HARRISON, Ark.(AP) — A
U.S. District Court jury in
Harrison has ordered a
Kentucky trucking company to
pay $7 million in damages for
sending an unqualified driver
on a dangerous trip that left one
man dead after a crash in 2008.
Morgan Quisenberry, 54, had
been driving almost three hours
longer than the law allows when
he lost control of his tractortrailer and it struck two passenger cars before crashing into the
cab of the semi-truck driven by
Roger Reagan, 42, on Sept. 3,
2008, said J. Kent Emison, a
Missouri-based attorney.
The accident happened at the
intersection of U.S. 62 and
Arkansas 202 in Yellville.
Reagan climbed from the cab
but then became trapped in the
burning wreckage for 20 minutes, Emison said. Reagan lived
one hour, 20 minutes after being
rescued but died from a heart
attack before reaching North
Arkansas Medical Center in
Harrison.
The eight countries joining the
U.S. in the zone would be
Brunei,
Australia,
Chile,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru.
Singapore and Vietnam. Obama
also spoke with Japanese Prime
Minister Yoshihiko Noda about
Japan's interest in joining the
trade bloc.

Onlag Ifrtsfirei
GRAND OPENING: 11/15/2011 10 AM!
310 N. 12th St. Murray,KY 42071
270-873-2696

AP Photo / Charles Dharapak

U.S. President Barack Obama talks with Russian President
Dmitry Medvedev during the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation Summit leaders plenary session in Kapolei.
Hawaii on Sunday, Nov. 13, 2011.

the agency's office. Everyone

From Front

else, including families and senhas just lost their job,' even
though their (annual) income iors not in the program, may
would show that they were over come pick up their baskets
the income guidelines ... we are
Saturday, Dec. 17,from .10
going to go ahead and fix them
to noon at the office.
a basket, too," said Casey.
Two distribution dates are set
Those interested in volunteerto distribute the baskets. All ing or donating may come by
seniors who are in Need Line's
the Need Line office, located at
senior program may come pick
638
South 4th Street, or call
up their food items Thursday,
Dec. IS, from 10 a.m. to noon at 753-6333.

...Nothing else looks orfeels
like home but we come close
$4 Utterback Rd • Murray, Ky
Phone:(270)7594700 • 1-888-2314014

We just can't keep
the LID on this
great deal!

month's affair will cost.
"They are putting a budget
together as we speak," Beshear
said. "We certainly plan on
spending less than on the first
inauguration."
Even with the decrease, the
governor said it will be a cele-

bration to remember.
"We're excited about this
one," he said. "A lot of people
want to come and celebrate, and
we're certainly going to give
them the opportunity to do that.
We'll have the kinds of events
that an inauguration has, but we
will be economical about it."

Here's some food for thought!
When your bank says they're offering afire checking account or afire
debit card, are there "strings attached?" Or is it TRULYfire '[here is
one bank around our neck of the woods that brings you extraordinary
(oftenfire) financial products and outstanding personal service from bankers
and neighbors. That's HERITAGE BANK!Open afire personal or business
checking account' and get this 15 piece set of Rubbermaid.* storage containers!

Already a customer? Refer a friend and you both get the gift!

•
Set licketes $ road S game end $ deep venire containers with Oula
are treater microwave Ind lop -nck chstreraemr safr
CO" MO Wit
"Requires a $100 minimum deposit to open

account.
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Obituaries
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Marx LeCompte, 87, of Murray, Ky., died Saturday. Nov. 12,
2011, at Spring Creek Health Care.
Born March 7, 1924, in Coffee Springs Ala. until leaving to serve
in the US Navy during W.W.II. He attended college and played football at both the University of
Miami, Florida and at Miami University
11111..
Cambridge where he graduated with a degree in
""u"
, business.
In 1954, he and his wife, Nancy, moved to Eaton,
Ohio where they owned and operated Shaver's Ice Cream Factory
for 25 years. In 1979, he moved to Murray to open Coast to Coast
Hardware Store.
He is preceded in death by his wife of 64 years, Nancy Ann
Oldham LeCompte; his parents, Shelley Daniel LeCompte and
Sannie Pearle LeCompte; and a brother, Verne LeCompte.
He is survived by three children, Jane LeCompte of Los Angeles,
Calif., Steve LeCompte and wife, Mary, of Manassas, Va. and
Sandra Scott and husband, Les, of Murray;seven grandchildren, one
great-grandchild and a sister, Glenna Fac Chatwood.
Private family services are scheduled. Imes-Miller Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.

Sondra Lynn Lovins
Sondra Lynn Lovins,62, of Murray, Ky., died at 1:35 p.m. Friday,
November 11, 2011, at her home.
She was member of Coldwater Baptist Church
and formerly employed at The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her parents were Thomas Edwin and Willie(Orr)
Vance.
She is survived by her husband, Charles 0.
Lovins, to whom she was married Dec. 7,1968;two
sons, Terry Lovins and wife. Cynthia and Ed
Lovins, all of Murray; one sister, Edwina Bucy and
husband, Dwayne, of Hazel; two brothers, Tommy
Vance and wife, Becky and Terry Don Vance and
Lovins
wife, Christy, all of Murray; and two grandchildren,
Cole Lovins and Sara Lovins.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Monday, November 14,
2011, at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, with the Rev.
Philip Bazzell officiating. Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery. Friends may call from 4-8 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 13, 2011, at
the funeral home.
Serving as pallbearers will be Matthew Vance, John Vance, Jan
Vance, Jamie Vance, Jimmy Potts, Nick Weber, Mitch Paschall,
Mark Paschall, Joe Beal Orr, Hal Orr and Sam Underwood.
Honorary pallbearers will be Larry Cherry, Eddie Clyde Hale, The
Rev. Kerry Lambert, William Vance, Sean Kelly, Paul Taft, David
Smotherman and Jerry Vance.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, 201 S. 4th Street, Attn: Pat Lattimer, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences can be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.
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Loueva Cole Mathis, 81, of Benton. Ky., died Saturday, Nov. 12,
2011, at 3:25 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Born Dec. 4, 1929, in Marshall County, she retired as the executive housekeeper for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and was
a long-time employee of Walmart in Benton. She was a member of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Murray Ward,
Murray.
She was the daughter of the late Winston Carl Cole and the late
Lottie(Carson)Cole. In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her husband, Dillard Mathis; and two sons, Steve Mathis
and Philip Mathis.
She is survived by one daughter, Patricia Estes, of Manti. Utah;
one son, Mark Mathis and wife, Joni, of Benton; nine grandchildren,
Hyrum Estes, of Safety Harbor, Ha., Parley Estes, of Cadiz, Sariah
Estes Ladd, of Mayfield, KY., McKinly Estes of Cedar City, UT.,
Nicole Brandon of Benton, KY., Kip Mathis of Benton, Grant
Mathis, of Benton, Courtney Stauffer, of Jefferson, Md. and Mandy
Lane, of Benton; and nine great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Monday. Nov. 14, 2011, at lp.m in
the Chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton. The Rev. Joe
Daryl Thorn and Angelo Munoz will officiate. Interment will follow
in the Cole Cemetery, Benton. Friends may call between the hours
of 5-8 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 13, 2011, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Marcellas Kitchen,
262 Griggstown Road, Calvert City, KY 42029. Arrangements are
being handled by Collier Funeral Home.

DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Wnter
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
gods of ancient Greece have
extended their rule to the weekend box office with a No. 1
debut for the action tale
"Immortals."
The story of Greek hero
Theseus took in $32 million
domestically, while Adam
Sandlees comedy "Jack and Jill"
opened at No. 2 with $26 million, according to studio estimates Sunday.
The new movies bumped the
animated hit "Puss in Boots" to
the No. 3 spot after two weekends at the top. "Puss in Boots"
earned $25.5 million, raising its
domestic total to $108.8 million.

Director Clint Eastwood's "J.
Edgar," a film biography s
ring Leonardo DiCaprio as
longtime FBI boss J. Edtar
Hoover, played in narro er
release and opened at No. 5 th
$11.5 million.
Released by Relativity Me ia,
"Immortals" stars Henry Ca ill
and Freida Pinto in a tale of
human heroes battling an 4vil
king (Mickey Rourke) vho
aims to bring down ihe
Olympian gods.
With males making up 60 rcent
of
its
audie e,
"Immortals" has a chance Ito
corner much of the action
ket through Thanksgiving w kend and beyond, a period li ly
to be dominated by fanily
movies such as "Happy Feet 2,"
"The Muppets," "Hugo" and
"Arthur Christmas."

-24 STOCK MARKET REPORT

3,000 Brazilian police
seize Rio's biggest slum
BRADLEY BROOKS

Kenny Outland,61 of Murray, Ky., died Sunday, Nov. 13, 2011, at
Saint Thomas in Nashville, Tenn.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at Heritage Family
Funeral Home.

Julia Ramsey Harrell
Julia Ramsey Harrell, 86, of Benton, Ky., died Friday, Nov. 11,
2011, at the Lakeway Nursing home and Rehabilitation Center in
Benton.
Mrs. Ramsey was born April 15, 1925, in Calloway County, to the
late Johnny and Nelle Jones Ramsey. She was a retired nurse and a
member of the Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church.
In addition to her parents, she is preceded in death by one sister,
Donna Faye Downing; and three brothers, Mark Ramsey, Ewing
Ramsey and Rex Ramsey.
She is survived by one son, Ronnie Conner of Benton; two sisters,
Nell Wilson and husband, Joe, of Benton and Mary Jo Mitchell, of
Wadesboro; one brother, Charles Ramsey and wife, Adell, of
Indianapolis. Ind.; five grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. Monday, Nov. 14, 2011, at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Robert McKinney
officiating. Burial will follow in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation will be held Sunday. Nov. 13, 2011, from 5-8 p.m. at the
funeral home. Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Capitol chapel will be refurbished
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The chapel in Kentucky's
Capitol is getting a makeover.
Crews have completely gutted
the room and plan to start basically from scratch, according to
Rep. Martha Jane King, DLewisburg, who is working
with several others to get the
job done before the next legislative session begins in January.
King told The State Journal
that the renovations will include
a new floor, a new ceiling, fresh
paint and updated lighting. The
pews were also removed so
they could be refurbished at the
Surplus
of
Department
Properties.
King says the project is being
paid for with donations.
She has been working with
the East Frankfort and
Frankfort Kiwanis Clubs, the
Finance and Administration
Cabinet's Department for
Facilities and Support Services,
and the Department .of
Historical Properties for the last
several months to fix up the
room and make it look more
chapel-like.
When the former storage
room was designated as a nondenominational chapel in 1964,
it was furnished with a few
pews and an altar. The only
update it has had since then is
new carpet in 2006, according
to Cindy Lanham, spokeswoman for the Finance and
Administration Cabinet.
King said she the chapel is

the Hilltoppers 42-9 loss at Ni
1 LS1.1. He was arrested, ac,.ording to Taggart's statement, alter
meeting up with a friend at a
restaurant near the team hotel.
Guidry registered a 0.123
blood alcohol content after officers saw his car weaving over
the center line, according to an
affidavit obtained by the Baton
Rouge Advocate. A 0.8 bleod
alcohol content is considered
evidence of intoxication in
Guidry's home state , of
Louisiana,
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President
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WKU to keep assistant
coach after arrest in La.

Russell M. Smith, 70, of Benton, Ky., died Saturday, Nov. 12,
2011, at 5:45 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
Mr. Smith was a member of Aurora Christian Church and was
retired as a welder from Jake!, of Murray.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Hubert and Margrett Jane
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
Fleming Smith; a step-granddaughter, Brandi Roberts; and a (AP) — Western Kentucky
nephew, Brian Smith.
plans to retain Lance Guidry
He is survived by his two daughters, Karen Burnett. of Louisville and handle punishments interand Lisa Baker and husband, Kenneth, of Benton; one sister, nally after the defensive coordiMargret Henley, of Benton; two brothers, Royce Smith and wife, nator was arrested in Baton
Brenda, of Benton and Bill Smith and wife, Sherry, of Park Rapids, Rouge on Saturday morning for
Minn.; five grandchildren, Jessica Neamon, Matthew Neamon and driving while intoxicated.
Nicolas Burnett, all of Louisville, Kevin Colson and wife, Lindsey
WKU coach Willie Taggart
and Stephanie Colson, all of Benton; one stepdaughter, Tense said in a statement Sunday
Henson and husband, Billy, of Benton, KY: five great-grandchil- "there will be disciplinary measdren; six nieces, one nephew and nine great-nieces and nephews.
ures as a result" but did not
Funeral services will be held at Collier Funeral Chapel at II a.m. specify what the punishment
Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2011, with the Rev. Ivan Judd officiating. would be.
Interment will be at Marshall County Memory Gardens in Benton.
Guidry coached Saturday in
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 14, 2011, at
Collier Funeral Home. Arrangements are being handled by Collier
Funeral Home.

special to her and she uses it
regularly.
"I find great solace in that
chapel," she said. "A lot of
things we vote on are so serious; it's never to be taken lightly . so I head down to the chapel
for some divine intervention,
and then I'm ready to vote."
JoAnn Jenkins, vice president
of the East Frankfort Kiwanis,
said the room gives legislators
and other state workers a quiet
place to relax and think.
"Anyone can go and just get
away," Jenkins said. "That was
the idea."

Associated _Press
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) —
More than 3,000 police and soldiers backed by armored personnel carriers raced into
Brazil's biggest slum before
dawn Sunday, quickly gaining
control of a shantytown ruled
for decades by a heavily armed
drug gang.
The takeover of the Rocinha
neighborhood was the most
ambitious operation yet in an
effort to increase security before
Rio hosts the final matches of
the 2014 World Cup and the
2016 Olympics. Officials are
counting on those events to signal Brazil's arrival as a global
economic, political and cultural
power.
The head of state security and
chief architect of Rio's shantytown pacification program, Jose
Mariano Beltrame, called the
operation a major success and a
big step toward breaking drug
traffickers' hold on key parts of
Rio.
"We have taken over areas
that for 30 or 40 years were in
the hands of ... a parallel
power," he said. "This is a very
large area. It's one of the biggest
shantytowns in the Americas if
not the world. We're returning
dignity and territory to people."
The action in Rocinha is part
of a campaign to drive the drug
gangs out of the city's slums,
where traffickers often ruled
unchallenged. The city of Rio
de Janeiro has more than 1,000
shantytowns where about onethird of its 6 million people live.
Authorities said it took just 90
minutes to seize control of

Investments Since 1854

Rocinha. Police simultaneously
overran the neighboring Vidigal
slum, also previously dominated by the Friends of Friends
drug gang.
Both slums sit between two of
Rio's richest neighborhoods,
and Rocinha's ramshackle
homes *climb a mountaipside
covered in Atlantic rain forest.
Police methodically cleared
alleys and streets on their way
up steep; winding roads.
Huey helicopters swarmed
over the slum, crisscrossing the
hill and flying low over the jungle surrounding the slum, as
police hunted down suspects
who might have fled into the
forest. By evening, police said
they made just four arrests.
People peeked from their windows and stared as armored personnel carriers roared up streets.
Rifle-toting officers from the
BOPE police unit, made famous
by two "Elite Squad" films,
trained their weapons down narrow corridors.
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Do You Have

Trouble Hearing In Restaurants?
The New Mini Mic from Resound may
solve your hearing in noise problem:

Resound is a world leader in hearing technology. Stone-Lang is prou
to announce that they are an authorized provider of Resound product

Midway College works

Call todayfor information and Special Sale Pricing!
Offer expires 12/9/2011
Elizabeth Vickery. BC-HIS

Online Degree Programs
Enrolling Now!

FREE HEARING TEST with this coupon
Offer Expires 12 9 201'

- Health Care Administration
Medical Assisting
- Medical Coding
- Psychology

1;)

MIDWAY
College

LIMITED TIME OFFER CALL TODAY To SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMEA

1-270-753-8055

Coll today!
800-639-6398
www.midwayworks.com
Ootodewn C Dave is an equa)oopotrionsty
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STONE-LANG CO
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-753-8055
Visit our website at www.stonelang.com
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Russia, China support
Iran's nuke effort
AP NEW'S ANALIsV.
By BRIAN MURPHY
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) — For Iranian
envoys at an Asian affairs summit this week in Russia, it
was the ultimate dream team:
The Russian prime minister
and China's premier standing
shoulder to shoulder and promising to keep Western influence at bay.
Iran's leaders are now counting on the country's two most
powerful friends to remain by
their side after the release of
a U.N. report suggesting that
Tehran could be on the brink
of having the capability to
develop an atomic weapon.
Russia and China — both
permanent members of the U.N.
Security Council — are once
again in the position of vetocarrying gatekeepers for any
Western bids to tighten sanctions on Iran. They also hold
important voices of dissent
against warnings of military
options by Israel and others,
even as the White House insists
that diplomacy is still the preferred path.
Tehran insists its nuclear program is for peaceful purposes, not weapons production.
The choices for Moscow
and Beijing could become even
more complicated after the
release of the report by the
'U.N.'s International Atomic
Energy Agency. Blocking possible attempts for tougher sanctions could help safeguard
diplomatic and commercial
interests — particularly China's
booming trade with Iran —
but also may indirectly bolster the case for military action
as a last resort, some experts
said.
"It's a difficult spot for
them," said Theodore Karasik,
a security expert at the Dubaibased Institute for Near East
and Gulf Military Analysis. "In
the past, they complained about
sanctions but eventually acquiesced or remained silent. It
may play out like this again."
It could, however, be a long
process of negotiations and
sound bite volleys before the
next moves are clear.
Israel has stepped up warnings of a possible military
strike in recent days. In the
latest, Israel's defense minister, Ehud Barak, said last week
that the option of a military
strike is not "off the table"
and rejected suggestions that
Israel would be devastated by
Iranian retaliation.
Russian President Dmitry
Medvedev said a military strike
on Iran could be a "catastrophe" for the Middle East.
"We should exhale, calm
down and continue a constructive discussion of all issues
on the Middle East agenda,
including the Iranian nuclear
program," Medvedev said in
Berlin a day after an Asian

security summit in St. Petersburg that included Iran and
pledges of closer cooperation
between Chinese Premier Wen
Jiabao and Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin.
China, too, remains strongly opposed to any use of force
against Iran. But Foreign Ministry spokesman Hong Lei urged
Tehran to show "flexibility and
sincerity" as a way to encourage renewed international dialogue.
Beijing's appeals also reflect
that China has a lot to lose.
China became Iran's biggest
trading partner in 2009 with
two-way commerce now hitting $36.5 billion and rising fast,
according to the Iran-China
Chamber of Commerce. China
floods sanctions-battered Iran
with consumer goods, machinery and technological help for
high-priority objectives such as
missile upgrades and aerospace
expertise for satellites.
In return, Iran helps China
meet its soaring appetites for
oil and petrochemicals. Iran,
a member of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries, currently supplies about
11 percent of China's energy
needs.
"China is economically connected with Iran while the U.S.
is not," said Yin Gang, an Iran
expert at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. "That
means China won't fall into
lockstep with the U.S. over
Iran."
But . China also has competing concerns in the Mideast
that could nudge Beijing toward
backing at least limited new
sanctions.
Iran's chief regional rival,
Saudi Arabia, is one of China's
top crude oil suppliers and Chinese companies are deeply
involved in Saudi projects,
including a $1.8 billion railway line between the Islamic
holy cities of Mecca and Medina scheduled to be completed in 2013. China also is working hard to rebuild its reputation among Arabs after being
slow to embrace the pro-reform
uprisings in Libya and elsewhere.
"China won't propose any
action itself, but will listen to
what the Arab states are saying," said Yin. "China needs
to keep a delicate balance on
the issue. If it gets too close
to Iran, it will not only displease the U.S., but also the
Arab states."
Last month, Russia and
China vetoed a Europeanbacked resolution in the Security Council denouncing Syria
for the deadly crackdown on
opposition protesters, saying it
could open the door for military action similar to the
NATO-led an-strikes in Libya.
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Breeders cup, child abuse and jobs for vets
Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
The two-day Breeders' Cup
racing extravaganza is over,
but for horseplayers, the high
points, low points and "what
ifs" last long after the final
payouts are posted. In keeping with tradition, we offer our
own assessment in the form
of roses and thorns.
- Roses: To the event itself
- all 15 Breeders' Cup races.
None was a dud, many had
stirring stretch drives, and there
were plenty of big upsets that
led to fat prices. Gorgeous
November weather was a bonus.
- Thorns: To the CourierJournal editorialist who brashly wrote that Europeans would
dominate the grass races while'
the Americans would do the
same on dirt.
- Roses: Actually, the North
Americans won four out of the
six turf races. That included a
couple where the Europeans
didn't participate or weren't
strong, but also a few where
the Euros were heavil y favored.
- Thorns: to whoever continues to think that in 2011
it's still necessary to have cigar
vendors at the track. In the
absence of a complete ban, the
least the track could do would
be to enforce the no-smoking
rule when puffed-up slobs
smoke their cigars indoors.
Herald Leader
Lexington, Ky.
The Beshear administration
should quit wasting resources
fighting to keep state records
in child abuse deaths secret.
For one thing, the administration will ultimately lose. That
To the Editor,
November 11. 1918, the end
of World War I, became the
accepted date for Veterans Day.
As a country still at war
this holiday season, the thought
came to me: "Do the people
of this great nation, especially the younger generation, know
what a veteran is?"
Webster's dictionary defines
the word veteran as: "a former member of the armed forces
or a person with long experience."

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view about
issues of importance.
should be obvious to everyone after Franklin Circuit Judge
Philip Shepherd's latest ruling
in a suit brought by the Lexington Herald-Leader and The
Courier-Journal of Louisville.
More important, providing
the public and policymakers
with a clear view of the childprotection agency's decisionmaking and actions 'will make
the agency more accountable
and keep Kentucky's children
safer.
For the second time in less
than a year, Shepherd has ruled
that .federal law allows the
release of state records in child
deaths or near deaths and the
Kentuc ky Open Records Act
requires it.
He once again ordered the
Cabinet for Health and Family Services to unseal the records
Between rulings, the cabinet took its case to federal
court but got nowhere. It also
adopted an emergency regulation effectively negating the
state court order. Shepherd ruled
the regulation had been improperly enacted.
State lawyers have argued
the cabinet could lose federal
funding for child protection if
it violates federal privacy laws
by releasing state files, even
in cases of fatal or near-fatal
abuse or neglect.
The cabinet offers no evidence to support this claim,

saying only that federal guidance is "sketchy."
The claim about privacy concerns and imperiling federal
funding is bogus: the cabinet
should be embarrassed to keep
offering it. The victims of this
"culture of secrecy" are Kentucky's most vulnerable children.
The Independent
Ashland, Ky.
To its credit, the Kentucky
National Guard is taking a
proactive approach to the high
rate of unemployment among
its members by offering job fairs
and training workshops for the
"citizen-soldiers." Unfortunately, their National Guard duties
may be a hindrance to them
finding full-time jobs.
Having employees who are
part-time soldiers has always
been a challenge for employers. At the very least, serving
in the Guard means the employees will not be able to work
their regular jobs for at least
one weekend a month and two
weeks during the summer.
But with the U.S. military
fighting wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, National Guard
soldiers have been frequently
called into active duty, taking
more time away from their
"other" jobs.
There are nearly 8,500 people in the Kentucky Army

National Guard and the Air
National Guard and many have
served between three and five
deployments, said Phil Miller,
a specialist with the Employer Support of the Guard and
Reserve. That means that they
have spent several years away
from their regular jobs, which
are supposed to be waiting for
them when they return from
active duty. Thus, the frequent
absences create a hardship for
employers, particularly small
companies.
The jobless rate this year
for soldiers in the Kentucky
National Guard has been
between 14 and 20 percent,
compared to the state's overall jobless rate of 9.7 -percent.
Kentucky Guard officials
admit that the challenges are
daunting for "citizen soldiers,"
who attempt to hold down jobs,
many while being deployed
multiple times.
On the positive side, employers know that those who serve
in the National Guard imake
excellent employees. Their military service has helped make
them more disciplined and more
dependable than many other
employees, and the skills they
have learned in the Guard and
the college credit they have
earned through the Guard have
improved their job skills.
We commend the National
Guard for developing programs
designed to help members of
the Guard find full-time jobs,
but until the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan end, the frequent
deployments will discourage
many employers from hiring
Guard members.

When individuals enter the
military they are putting their
lives on the line for the freedoms that we often take for
granted.
All these people give this
has done something that not
nation a "blank check". So,
everyone can or would do. They
how do we respectfully repay
unselfishly have given their all
this debt this holiday season
to protect our great gift of
and beyond? We probably
freedom.
can't fully, but the least we
In this season of giving it
can do is to guarantee that
seems appropriate that we honor
they get the benefits, health
those people who have given
care and the respect that they
for
their country,
their lives
have earned and deserve.
those who live with the injuries
Finally, thank you for your
and sacrifices they made in
enduring
support of Veterans
this important service.
of Foreign Wars Post 6291, in
Think about 'this for a few
the building of the Veterans
more moments. The veterans
sacrificed precious time from Memorial, located in the Chestnut Street Park on the corner
their families, jobs, schooling,
of 10th and Chestnut Streets.
and yes, even„ th,Fir_ homes, to
Tommy Atherton
serve you and this great nation.
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Sometimes you forget freeSenior Vice Commander
dom isn't, and never has been,
KY 1st District
free and never will be.

OUR READERS
WRITE
Think about this for a few
moments. Who are our veterans?
Veterans are everyone: mothers, fathers, sons, daughters,
uncles, aunts, cousins, or perhaps our best friends. All who
have served share one thing
in common.
Each and every one of them

XD LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
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Our Elected Officials
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State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
e-mail: ken.winters@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henley@lrc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181
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UDC enjoys field trip to monument

MCCH to host fundraiser
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital
is hosting a Scentsy fundraiser for United
Way Wednesday, Nov. 16, from 9 a.m. to
7 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness classroom, 716 Poplar St., Murray.
Cash and carry products available or participants can place catalogue and/or online
orders at https://dspillerscentsy.us. Click
on United Way Party. For more information, call Diana Spitler at (270) 227-7891.

Datebook

WKEC meeting to be held
Jessica Morris.
The next West Kentucky Educational CoopCommunity
erative Board of Directors meeting will be
editor
held Wednesday. Nov. 16, at the Challenger
Learning Center in Paducah, from 9:30 a.m. to noon.
Senior CSFP pick up food day Thursday
Senior CSFP pick up food day will be Thursday, Nov. 17.
from 10:30 a.m. to noon. For more information, call Need
Line at 753-6333.
RIRIO
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MES SBDM Council will meet
The Murray Elementary School-Based-Decision-Making council will meet Wednesday, Nov. 16, at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room of MES. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Murray Advisory Board to meet
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The Murray Family Resource Center Advisory Board will
meet on Wednesday, Nov: 16, at 12 p.m. in the West Conference Room of the Murray Board of Education, 208 S 13th
Street. All interested parties are welcome to attend.

Mission Group to meet Tuesday
The Sharon Wells Mission Group of First Baptist Church
will meet Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 10 a.m. at the home of Nancy
McMinn, 714 Main St. Wilma Beatty is in charge of the program.

Free computer classes to continue
The public is invited to attend a free computer class on
Word Level I on Wednesday, Nov. 16, from 2:30-4:30 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library. Call 753-2288 for information and registration.

Veterans assistance available
Ron McClure will be in Mayfield on Tuesday, Nov. 15, and
Wednesday, Nov. 16, at the VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Rd., Mayfield from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and their families will
be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state
and federal benefits. This is - a free service provided by the
state of Kentucky. For information, call (270) 247-2455.

Country ham breakfast set for Tuesday
The public is invited to attend a country ham breakfast
Tuesday, Nov. 15, from 6-9 a.m. at Hardin South Marshall
Senior Citizens. Cost is $4.50.

Music Department of MWC to meet
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m. at the clubhouse. The Murray State University Blue Jazz combo will present a program
under the direction of Todd Hill. Hostesses will be Linda Scott,
Gayle Rogers, Pat Conner, Lilia Murray, Linda Stalls and Joan
Cavitt. All members are encouraged to attend.

Food Allergy Support group to meet
The next meeting of the Food Allergy Support group will
be held Monday, Nov. 14, at 6 p.m. at the Center for Health
and Wellness.

Civil War meeting to be held
A Fort Donelson Civil War meeting will be held Thursday,
Nov. 17, at 7 p.m. at the Stewart County Visitors Center in
Dover, Tenn. The speaker will be Greg Biggs, historian, who
will present "Volunteer Banners: Tennessee's Civil War Flags
and Flag Makers." This program will analyze the flag patterns
used by Tennessee troops as well as those who made the flags.
Fort Donelson Civil War round table meetings are free and
open to the public. For more information, contact John Walsh
at (931) 801-5129.

Special to the Ledger
On Wednesday, Oct. 26,twenty-two members of the J. N.
Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy
met for a luncheon at Chow 45
in Mayfield. A field trip to two
local Confederate monuments
v.as enjoyed during the aftern(x)n.
Following lunch,the members
carpooled to Fulton County to
the Hickman City Cemetery.
Phyllis Simmons, member of
the chapter and resident of
Hickman,spoke about a story of
the
granite
Monumental
Archway, located in the cemetery. The archway was erected
by The Pvt. Robert Tyler
Chapter of UDC in 1913. The
names of 70 Confederate soldiers from the Hickman area are
inscribed on tablets above both
pedestrian gateways. The project required $10,000 and took
ten years to complete. Many
projects were carried out by the
chapter to raise, money for the
monument. The design by Sir
Moses Ezekiel was used by the
McNeel Marble Company of
Marietta, Ga., to construct the
gateway. This is the same manufacturer who built the Robert E.
Lee Monument on the courthouse square in Murray.
The members then met at the
Fairview Cemetery in Fulton, to
view a monument erected by

Photo provided

members of the J.N. Williams Chapter of the UDC stand under the archway erected by the Pvt. Robert Tyler Chapter of UDC in 1913. The names of 70 Confoderate soldiers
from the Hickman area are inscribed on tablets above both pedestrian gateways. The next
regular business meeting will be held Wednesday, Nov. 16, at Ryan's Restaurant at 11 a.m.
Twenty-two

The Col. Ed Crossland Chapter
347 in 1902. The arched base
constructed from rough-hewn
limestone supports a typical,
life-sized Confederate soldier.
The soldier is constructed of

zinc and is wearing a uniform
with slouch hat and holding a
rifle in front. He also is wearing
a bedroll and canteen.
The members enjoyed their
drive to both monuments and

Special to the Ledger
Thtoughout the month of
November,LBL is offering several special programs and activities.
Daily shows include Planetarium Shows at Golden Pond
Planetarium and
• "Far Out Space Places,"
daily at 1 p.m. '
• "Two Small Pieces of
Glass," daily at 3 p.m.
• "The Skies Above," daily
at 10 a.m.
• "Journey to the Edge of
Space & Time," daily at 2
p.m.

•"Blown Away: Wild World
•"Crazy for Carrion" at the
of Weather," daily it noon.
NS, beginning at 2:15 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 19, events
For more information on
include
these programs and other
• Cub Scout Day at the upcoming
events,
visit
Nature Station, beginning at www.lbl.org or call (270) 92410 a.m. ongoing until 3 p.m. 2000. The Homeplace, Nature
Activities and programs will Station, and Golden Pond Planfocus on the Cub Scout Astron- etarium are all open daily. The
omy Academics Award.
Elk & Bison Prairie is open
•Homeplace Scavenger Hunt daily from dawn until dusk.
at the Homeplace,from 1-3 p.m. Drive through wildlife viewSunday, Nov. 20, events ing area is $5 per vehicle.
include
Unless otherwise noted, most
• "Stripping Dark Fired programs are free with generTobacco" at the Homeplace. al admission to that facility.
beginning at 1 p.m.

Ladies of the Oaks
The Oaks Country Club
ladies held their regular bridge
play Wednesday, Nov. 9, at
9:30 a.m. with Shirley Jenstrom as hostess.

Linda
Winners
were
LaRochelle, first place, and
Melva Hatcher second place
You must sign up in advance
for play. Call Hatcher, host-

!Zip&(
:)9nnouncen-2en/

ess, at 753-9517. All members
are welcome:

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday at noon at the
Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should
arrive by 11:30 a.m. For information, call Dixie Hopkins, 7536001.

.--eVE-VtalkilearrarT
20% OFF PICTURE FRAMES!

will I

Briming Hollywood to Murray

WEBSITE:
www.moviasiamurray.com

Special Midnight Showing
TWIUGHT:
BREAKING DAWN
Thursday Night
November 17th 11:59pm
Showing on Multiple Screens

Tickets available for purchase at the
theatre or online on the Chen Website
(te www.moviesinmurray.com

• St Ft
• 'Sick Pain
• ricadaches
• Dist. Pi ilium'.
•'mins ‘llergiet.
• I in' Kt k rain
• NItisclir spasms
• I arpal I miticirl .)rinlrfinit•

Daken James Harener
Shannon Manning and James Harener are the parents of a son,
Daken James Harener, born on Sunday, Oct. 23,2011, at 1:28 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds five ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Shannon Johnson. Two brothers
are Chase Johnson and Layne Manning.
Grandparents are Freddy and Patty Johnson,of Murray and David
and Brenda Harener,of Owensboro.
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Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly)
will meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For information. call Sheila at (270)
227-1723.

Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday

0011./V

CHIROPRACTIC
I I \S I W.I.PFD

TOPS meeting Tuesday

The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd..
Murray. Please note the building is a non-smoking facility. For
more information, contact Kevin at (270) 293-7061.

(‘

BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW
BEFORE THEY ARE GONE

Tickets will be sold for the Calloway County High School
Soccer Banquet on Monday. Nov. 14, in the front lobby of
CCHS during lunch periods. The banquet will be held Thursday, Nov. 17, at 6 p.m. in the school cafeteria. The public is
invited to attend. Both varsity and JV players will be recognized. Tickets cost $12 for adult and students, $8 for children
under 10. Tickets will not be sold at the door. Players will eat
for free. For information, call Tia Allbritten at (270) 227-8932.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays

viewing of the colorful fall
foliage. The next meeting will
be a regular business meeting on
Wednesday. Nov. 16, at Ryan's
Restaurant at 11 am. for lunch
with the meeting to follow.

LBL special programs continue,

CCHS Soccer Banquet tickets now on sale

Imo;

t, Ky. 40601
0-372-7181

communitynewsemurrayledger.com

753 -1851
1205 CHESTNUT
www.ELEMENTRICIFKY.00IM

UNIVERSITY
****0_****
book Ot bean

Shoot for
the moon.
Even if you

miss. you'll land
among the stars

TM

1203 Chestnut St. Murray, KY (270) 761-BOOK
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

VISA

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY,
- PREPLANNING -

INSURANCE
Lead businesses
into the future.
As a leading communications company we are welt positioned to become
a driving force for the commercial clients we serve.
We are seeking an energetic Commie,c at Sles Supervisra to Maryige
sales goals and revenue for the Benton. KY or Marion, IL region. You will
work within designated sales channels in the commercial division on
service and sales for products that include voice, vicleo and data to small
and medium •sized businesses and bulk -priced res:dential .er‘hces
Your main responsibility will be to coach. hair) and assist c mumercial
account executives and the commercial sales manager in meeting then
individual and region revenue goals.
A Bachelor's degree in sales/marketing. communications or related ic
is required, as are two or more years experience in tele( OrTittltilltC at ;. •
business-to-business sales or sates management Some supervisor
experience is preferred, but not required.

/n _Loving Memory
Blaine Doneison
Dec. 28, 1973 - gsf0V 14, 2009

• Gartani

Help Wanted

COMMERCIAL SALES SUPERVISOR

Notice is hereby given that Murray Electnc
System, 401 Olive Street, Murray, KY 42071
has filed an application with the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet to construct a new 9'x4' Concrete Box
Culvert in an unnamed tnbutary to the Clarks
River. The area is located between 3rd and
4th Street (AKA KY Hwy. 2075) approximately
150 feet south of Olive Street in Murray
Kentucky and more specifically located at the
former site of Calloway County Lumber
Company. The said property drains to the
Clarks River. Any comments or objections concerning this application shall be directed to:
Kentucky Division of Water. Surface Water
Permit Branch, Floodplain Management
Section, 200 Fair Oaks Lane.
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
Phone: (502) 564-3410.

Ligh

060
Help Wanted

Public Notice

• Mu

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Does Your Policy Pay 100°4 of
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $1,024 on Part A: $135 in
Part B. Call me for more information.

OF MURRAY, kV
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGI
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

270-753-2411

Small col
1BR, $29
security de
474-2520

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.
CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

7

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FLUNG FOR MY CLIENTS

You must have a working knowledge of Microsoft Word. Excel and ther
office programs and the ability to work In an ever changing, fast paced
work environment Ability to travel thr oughout the mar kotc, is iequirc'l
along with a good driving record.
We offer competitive salaries and excellent benefits including, medical,
dental,401(k)and more. For consideration, apply only online at
http://careers.rnediacomcc.com and click on Job ID 5030.

Lou V. McGary

All S
24/1

Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owner:

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson at
753-1916
and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week 2x1
S6.00 a week
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

A&F Wa
Near ME
753

STOFb
PRC

119 1
(270);
Cell:(27(
9 a.m. -

KE
WARE
1850 St

Mediacom

We little knew the day that

god was going to calf your name.

Murray.
270-7

140

mediacomcc.com

Want to Buy

rtments For Rent

'In life we roved you dearly,
MCTA is hiring for a Transit Drivers

020

in death we do the same.

Notice
It broke our hearts to rose you,
but in god we yut our trust,
In times as difficult as this,

:
1
,
24 r
SepeyCivarEille::tilii2i r
need a place to
meet?
.• Kent The
Woodmen of
The World Hail

f

aith is such a must.

You left us yeacefuf memories,
your love is still- our guide,
And though we cannot see you,
you are always at our side.

C270)755-4577- Pay
1701492-8805- Nioh1

Ourfamily chain is broken,
and nothing seems the same,
But as god-cal-is us one by one.
the chain will fink again.

Lost and Found
illiwat°1113415‘
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Kelp Wanted

AFLAC now hiring for a
local business to business to sales associate/benefit specialist.
High income potential.
stock, nationally recognized training program.
Fax resume to
270-443-0048
or
email
to
laird.region gmail.co

Nogg

Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

RITA'S NEAT

REPEATS
605 S. 12th St
(270)762-0207

APPLY online at ac/eccousa.com
Select Career Search
and Apply Now. When
the
application
is
FULLY completed and
submitted call us at
800-403-9970 for an
interview.
EOE
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
POSITIONS
Available!!
Adecco is accepting
applications
for
Production/Assembly
and
Warehouse
IMMEDIATE PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE
OPHTHALMIC
Assistant needed for
busy Ophthalmology
practice.
Full-Time
position available with
benefits. Experience in
eye care required.
Qualified
applicants
only. Send resume to
Murray Ophthalmology
Agsoriates, 300 S. 8th
St.,
Suite
505E.
Murray, KY 42071.

We are looking for a person that has- integrity
and good work ethic
Qualifications are: Must be at least 21 years
old
Valid KY Driver's License
High-School Diploma or GED
No moving (traffic) violations in the past 2
years
No drug or alcohol charges within 7 years.
Spanish a plus
All qualified applicants must pass a preemployment testing before being considered
any further.
DOT Drug and Alcohol Test
DOT Physical
CPR and First Aid
Cnminal Record Check
TITLE VI NOTICE OF PROTECTIONS
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
Please submit application at Murray Calloway
Transit Authority located at 1111 Transit Way.
753-9725 E.E.O.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN. We also otter an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Womack-Carter Options, LLC. is seeking
qualified Direct Support Professionals for
immediate hire. Applicants must possess a
high school diploma or GED and be at least 18
years of age. College Education preferred and
experience is highly recommended.
Applicants must provide clear background
check, fee applies. Applications available at
411 N. 4th Street, Murray KY.
No Calls Please!

060

060

ileip Wonted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
REAL Estate agent 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

Nip Wanted

JIM
SAFETY
DIRECTOR
UPG in Paducah has
an opening for a
safety director, must
be experienced in
safety, degree or
experience required.
Please call Eric at
450-4145 or toll free
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 145 or email to
egibson0upgas.corn
LICENSED massage
therapist wanted
Please send resumes
to: Calloway County
Chiropractic/The
Retreat
PO Box 1042, Murray,
KY 42071

C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment that will
begin in December:
Service
Customer
Representative
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
151 & 2nd shifts
Please submit your
resume
to
careers chuckjones.n
et or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr. Murray.
KY.
V
i
s
it
www.chuckjones.net
for
complete
job
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
Childcare center
full
seeking
time
teacher,
experience required.
Apply at The Village
North
1406B
12th
Street. Murray.
EXPERIENCED
Technicians
Service
and Helpers needed for
local HVAC Company.
Service. Technicians
must hold a current
Kentucky Journeyman
License and be EPA
Tools
certified.
required. Salary based
experience.
on
Company benefits and
package.
retirement
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-R Murray,
KY 42071.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Please
send resume to PO
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.
KENTUCKYCARE. is
accepting applications
an
Advanced
for
Practice
Registered
position
Nurse
in
Bardwell KY. Complete
application online at
www.arcare.net
120

GOOD used air condi
honer, used carpeting
refrigerator
stove,
electric & gas he.,ter
storm windows.
753-4109

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 28R Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity.
6

150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
at
bargains
Trends-N-Treasures
Buy/appraise
coins
270-753-4161
Appliances
Chest freezer 25 cubic
feet. Oldie but good,
can see work. Buyer
must move. $125.
270-978-7366
Good white Kenmore
washer & G.E dryer.
$100 each. 293-0805
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
b05 [South 12th St

cr

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath
unfurn. city schools.
-.7intral heat & air,
stove, fridge, dishwasher, W/D hookup.
2-car
garage,
big
fenced
back
yard.
Melrose Drive. Annual
lease $875, Tel.
270-873-4791.
3-5BR available now
Walking distance to
MSU. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898
CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$750/mo
$750/dep
436-5085
MSU students welcome
3BR, 1 BA,
C/H/A,
detached
garage. W/D included,
1 year lease, no pets.
lmi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/security deposit. Call Judy
270-753-1718

J&I.
MINI-S
720 S.
Corner of 12
10X10
12701
12701

NORT
ST•

1302 Hi
;
•
•1
.11

(270)'
(270)'

PRE
MINIS
-Inside cli
stc
•Secunt
-Safe
'We s(
'We ren
753
Commerica

RETAIL St
5000
S750.00/m
270-492-8:

(270) 753-1713
gr
zy
t
-het

160
Home Furnishings
Hickory
hill
denim
sofa
Fleming $250
705-4801

beige
from

Subscribe to the
1

16x80. 3BR, 2BA
mobile home on 1 acre
lot on Jessica Ln. For
appointment
call
Todays Homes 0
270-527-5645

LEDGER&T1MES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
.111
$30.00
$30.00
$55.00 3 mo.
$55.00
$105.00 6 mo.
1 yr.
$105.00
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
$40.00 3 mo.
$80.00 6 mo.
$96.00
$120.00
yr.
$145.00

3 mo
6 mo.
1 yr
Check

Money Order

Visa

Name
St. Address
City

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR in Murray. No
pets.
$300/mo
$200/security dep. 6mo
lease. Available now.
761-6150 or 556-7928

DOG Obei
(270)436-i

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Puryear & But hanani

2BR, newly remodeled
near lake, no pets
$580- includes utilities
plus deposit.
2270004
Nice 2BR. No pets.
753-9866

AKC Chi
male Gold
for
Housebrol
command
sweet. To j
home. 270

HURRAY

Rest of KYrfN

Apartments For Rent

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

1BR, private, $295/mo
plus $425 sec. dep.
474-2520

2BR,
1BA,
2-car
garage, large yard, partially fenced $550 plus
security 978-7441

Morrie led
llousins

' real estate
•ublect to
lousing Ad
ilkigal to ad,
hinitath
bawd or
.es, ham
-in nattona
r• to make

Imams
yate tans, tort
in thie sale. rer
ot real estate t,
addition In
under toteral
Wc, will know

State
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
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GARLANt
RENTAL
"If you've got It, we eats store It`

[NES

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

-Fri. 10 a m

- Mon. 9 a.m.

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

-lion. 12 p.m.

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

-Fri.9 a.m

- Tue. lp.m

A// sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

-Vied. 12 p.m.

-Thur. 12 p.m.

270-753-2905

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617.
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570.

ALLCARE
TREE SERVICE

VISA

270-627-1 120

roil*

MINI
STORAGE
mill I I

API Size Units • Climate Contr I
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
812 WhItaell Ave.

753-3853
460
Homes For Sale

Houses For Rent

0-753-2411

Small country home
1BR, $295/mo. $450
security deposit
474-2520

II Home
42071

Storage Rentals

1er
71
,

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

II

2.5 story brick house
with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view
Beautiful brick home,
2.000sqft. 3BR, 3BA, 2
car garage, carport.
3acres, lake, 4M1 to
Murray. $249,000.00.
731-247-6193

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

louses For Rent

IBA,
2-car
), large yard, par
mced $550 plus
y 978-7441.

'rooms, 2 Bath,
. city schools.
I heat & air,
fridge, dishr, W/D hookup.
garage, big
I back yard.
e Drive. Annual
875, Tel.
'3-4791.

available now
ig distance to
Coleman Real
753-9898

E to campus! 4
m rental house.
.nces, 1 year
Available immeNo
pets.
10
$750/dep
85

students wel3BR. 1 BA,
detached
W/D included.
lease, no pets.
?St of Murray city
on US 121 N.
$650/securi)sit. Call Judy 0
.3-1718

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
orner of 121 S.& Gkndale
10X10 $25 10x15 $40
270)436-2524
12701 293-6906
NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 Hillwood Dr
.6x20
• 6X24
•10X20
•10X24
(270) 978-1107
(270) 978-1109
PREMIER
MINISTO RAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
-Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600
Commerical Prop. For Rent
RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
+/5000
$750 00/month
270-492-8211

Pets & Supplies
AKC Champion line,
male Golden Retriever
adoption.
for
Housebroken, basic
commands. shots &
sweet. To perfect inside
home. 270-978-6404.

IMES

cal Mail
(Callossas

$30.00
$105.00

other Mail
iscriptions
$75.00
5%.00
$145.00
sa

M/C

ment to:

(meg

71
18

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
430

Real Estate

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales tom
270-753-4461
02 Town and Country
van. Power everything_
Keyless entry. $4.500
270-489-2278

1

1131 Vans

1988 Ger/Win Chevy
conversion van. New
tires, good condition
Needs air fixed. $1800.
705-4800
500
Used Trucks

2002 GMC 4WD Sierra
ext cab. Fully loaded.
power, leather seats,
tow package, aluminum wheels, tinted
windows, blue book
value at $10,900. Must
sell. Make offer. Call
270-293-4204
1986 Chevy truck.
Needs transmission
repaired
$1000.00.
705-4800

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
227-0587
All Carpentry Const
Remodel.
adchtons.
decks, vinyl siding.
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353

Murray I edger &time'. Fair
lloiasing Act Notice
All real es.Lite advertised herein
I'. subject to the Federal lair Hill Electric
!lousing Act which makes it
Since 1986
.11 to advertise am ,refer
Res.. Corn..& Ind.
hmitation or discnntinaLicensed & Insured
-wed on race, cokic. reli.
'AA. handicap, familial sta.
All jobs - big or small
introor
origin.
national
,make anv Such prefer.
753-9562
, • ,• limitation'. or diwnminaww w.hillelectric.com
tion
Yate 1.1. torbid discrimination 270-210-6267
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in LOCAL-TREE Service
addition to those protected Tree Removal
under federal lau
Tnmming
he will knoisinglk accept am Stump Grinding
Nate
which
advertising for real
is not in violation of tlw law. All & More
persons are herebv informed Fully Insured
that all dwellings advertised an'
available on an equal opportu
flits basis.
436-5141 A-AFFORDFor turther assistance with Fair ABLE Hauling. Clean
}lousing Advertising require- out garages, gutters.
ments, contact NAA Counsel
junk & tree work.
Rene P Milan' (7911648-100n
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe.
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pa% ing. Sealeuating
& Hauling
'I'ON' FR
N

Sudcau is a nurnber-piaang puzzle based on a 9x9 god with
several wen numbers The cooed is it) pace the numbers 1 yo
In the empty squares so that each row each C011011-1 and ea&
3x3 box contains the same number only,once The difficulty leya
of the Concept's Sudoau increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Gallimore Electrical Contractor,- I I.(

Calimierclal/ResIdential
lams C. Gallium)

www.geclic.weebly.cont

Concepts SudoKu

Services Offered

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
AII Veer Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Joneitlismfing_ro.
•Tear Offs
•Recovers -Repairs
Locally owned
licensed & Insured
"Quality
workmanship you
can depend on!"

293-0354

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
SS We will save
YOU money $$

J
4

6
7
92
19

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
Serving Murray
Calloway County for
over 40 years
Free estimates
270-753-5827
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Answer to previous puzzle

6,3
4 8
2
8

8
6
1

9
3
6347

Free Estimates
References

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

13,,, Dave Green

1 2 7 3
3
6

(270) 759-0890

STUMP
REMOVAL
Free Estimates
Inc
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Services Offered

Services Offered

GOT LEAVES?

MITCHELL'S

Leaf relief is just a
phone call away!

753-5726

7T1 6
215
9' 1
1
6'8
3!7
4i9
1 3
8 4
5,2

8
9
4
2
5
3
6
7
1

3
1
7
4
8
6
2
5

2
6
5
7
9
1
8
3

91 1
1
4 I El
2I 3
3'9
I
6 2
7 5
5 4
1 6
9 4 81 7

5
7
6
1
4
8
9
2
3

risawl,r.ri•
•tr•
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)illicuth Level *

Afait
Leaf Vacuum
- Service 2

4
3
8
5
1
2
7
9
6

LAWN &
LANDSCAPIN

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Dirt Work
Dozer Wry
Tractor Work
h H :trig

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

227-0906
FREE ESTIMATES

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

(270)759-0501

270-753-1916

270-753-2279
2 B's CLEANING
SERVICE
Res Comm
Top to Bottom
No lob too big
or too small

(270) 227-6337
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192
From Drywa, h
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All,
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
or visit our websil,
kentuckytake
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES
Photos provided

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
-Flight Review
-Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
-Trimming
-Removal
-Stump Grinding
-Firewood
-Insured

(270) 489-2839
GSM
LIDIVTICAeTENG
Livelier-tit/s R esikriti
Decoralisc Fencing
I)cchinti
Ris,linq5l.. kemiidsrlii
Lond•caping
Design & .‘lainienance
Lie. &
fitt tr1\14iJriliCIN
(WO)078-2023
6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner
Greg Mansfield

(270) 293-8480
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
General contractor
•Additiory
sititchens & Bathrooms
•Decks & Outdoor
Kitchens
Licensed & Insured

(270) 226-5444.
HAI

WASTE
\II NI

• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

The pieces pictured will be featured in the MSU Department of Art & Design's annual art auction on Friday, Nov. 18. Pictured,
top left, is a ceramic piece by John Utgaard called "Basin" and, at right, a Bracelet Trio by Camille Serre. Below is a drawing
by Dale Leys called "View # 2, Uncompahgre River."

Annual MSU art auction set for Nov. 18
Special to the Ledger
For more than 15 years. the annual art
auction has brought members of the community together with artists to benefit students
in the Department of Art & Design at
Murray State University. This year. the
annual auction will be held Friday. Nov. 18,
in the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery on the
sixth floor of the Fine Arts Building. A silent
auction and preview of the work for sale will
begin at 7 p.m. and the live auction will start
at 7:30 p.m.
Artwork to be auctioned includes ceramics by John Utgaard. drawings by Dale Leys
and jewelry by Camille Serre - just a few of
the many beautiful pieces created by the current art faculty at MSU, emeritus faculty,
community artists and talented art students.
Join your friends and colleagues for a fun
evening of art for a good cause. Arrive early
to see the full selection of work available in
both the silent and live auctions; engage in a
friendly competition for the best deals of the
season; bid early and often throughout the
evening.
The MSU Guitar Ensemble will provide
live music,and a selection of hors d'oeuvres
and desserts will be served.

141.. )
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Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2011:

a")13 •

DALE LEYS

by Jacqueline Blear
for

You express the intuitive and
wise side of your personality.
Others cannot help but be drawn
to you. You seem to understand
so much, that others reveal a lot
to you. You might not always be
comfortable with the revelations. Travel, education and/or a
foreigner could play a major role
in your year. If you are single.
you will need someone quite
unique to keep your interest.
You will know when this person
comes along. If you are
attached, any fighting you experience is about separation.
Refuse to play into arguments.
Remember, you are with the one
you love. CANCER understands

your depth.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
*** Your high energy. spontaneity and creativity braid
together to create a close to
impossible combination to beat.

Someone around you might feel
awkward. Understand where this
person is coming from. An
admirer is the source of a compliment.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**A Anchor in, knowing your
limits and where you are heading. Realize everything could
change quickly. Be more forthright with a roommate or family
member. You might see a situation in a new light once a conversation starts up.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Communication comes
your way. Express yourself in a
clear manner. You might feel
awkward about a discussion
involving money and/or feelings.
You have a way of handling
yourself that makes others quite
insecure. Understanding will
evolve.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Let your imagination
flourish. Use care with your
finances and domestic matters.
Your creativity flourishes, and
you recover from any stumbling
blocks very well. Don't back off
from a conversation. Know that
there is a point of resolution.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You sense a change corn-

ing, but perhaps not right away.
You have a way of affecting others that you might not be aware
of. Listen to what is being shared
by a family member. Don't
choose to take his or her comments personally. Instead, learn
from them.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Lie back and gain a better
insight into what is really going
on. The less said the better. You
gather new information. The
unexpected occurs. Honor your
feelings. More often than not.
you don't share your feelings.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Meetings and friends
gather around you. You feel as if
you are on top of the world, as
success comes toward you after
an awkward moment or two.
Don't lose sight of your goals.
You feel that there are many
options, but don't take someone
for granted.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You are in the limelight
more than you might be comfortable with. You could feel out of
sorts. Read between the lines
with others. What isn't said might
be more important than what is
said. Don't sell yourself short.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

***** Keep reaching out for
others. You tend to make the
impossible happen. A partner
prefers to deal with you directly.
Listen to this person carefully.
This dialogue has many gems of
possibilities. Let others follow
through on what you think is possible.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Let someone else take the
lead. This person needs to know
whether he or she is capable of
handling a situation. You must let
go in order to allow this person to
find out. A get-together proves to
be most worthwhile. Say little;
listen a lot.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Listen to what others say
more often. Pace yourself and
get the job done. You feel more
relaxed with a certain associate.
Take the lead with a work project
for now, knowing it isn't forever.
Keep an even pace.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your creativity flows, and
you come up with one solution
after another. Allow your ingenuity to speak once and for all. If
you follow your emotional sixth
sense, you'll wind up A-OK.
Later on, you will need to get into
some more serious work.
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Aluminum, Inc.
Published is a picture of Christie
DEAR ABBY: Sept. 11 was
Teeple,staff supervisor for the Clinthe 10th birthday of our neighique Chicago region. testing cusbors' little girl,"Megan." At church
tomers' skin types with the Clinthat day there was a lovely memoique Computer at Watkins in Murrial prayer for the victims of 9/11,
ray.
but no mention of Megan's birthForty years ago
day among the other special occaHelen Clare Williams of Lexsions of the week.
ington was crowned Miss Murray
Megan's family went to the
State University in a pageant Nov.
cemetery, put
13 in Lovett Auditorium.
flowers on the
Elected as officers of Camp 592
memorial
Woodmen of the World were James
there and then
H. Shelton. Trellis Seaford, Allen
went home.
Rose and L.C. Hendon.
There was no
Boy Scout Troop 77 camped at
party or cake
Fort Donelson National Park,
for Megan.
Dover, Tenn.
When I took
Murray State University Racers
over a card
beat Evansville 38-12 for their
and a small
fifth straight football win of the
season.
Dear Abby gift, her mom
thanked me
Fifty years ago
but said the
Aubrey W. Simmons was preBy Abigail
day was too
sented with the"Man of the Month"
Van Buren
sad
for
award by the National Kimball
Foundation. The award was for
Megan to celebrate her birthday.
his outstanding contribution in civic
She said they had never done so,
and church affairs in Murray and
not even on an alternate date.
Calloway County.
I don't know this family very
Recently reported births include
well. They're new to the neigha girl to Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
borhood. But I was flabbergasted
Travis; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. that they would act this way.
Ray Solomon; and a girl to Mr.. When I asked about the birthdays
and Mrs. William Posavax.
of the other family members. I
Dr. Hugh L. Houston, president, was told that since none of them
and Dr. Charles D. Clark, secrefall on a "bad day" they are celtary, Calloway County Medical
ebrated with parties. gifts and
Society, sponsored the 1961 Dia- everything. Megan was allowed
betes Detection Drive in Murray
to accept my gift and thanked
and Calloway County during Nov. me, but her mom made it clear
12-18.
this was to be an exception to
Sixty years ago
the rule. Abby, what gives? -Yandal Wrather. Soil Conserva- COMPLETELY BAFFLED
tionist, had received the honor for
DEAR COMPLETELY BAFhaving most efficient use of his FLED: I have no idea. That famtime for the year ending July I. ily's behavior is bizarre. What could
1951. in his work with farmers
possibly be gained by punishing
in planning and establishing of
a child for being born on a parconservation practices. The award
ticular day? What you have
was made by Norman Terry. Disdescribed isn't respect for a day
trict Conservationist, Soil Conserthat was tragic for our country:
vation Services.
it is cruelty to an innocent child.
Mrs. John Ryan discussed her
~NI
travels in France at a meeting of
DEAR ABBY: My wife and
Murray High School's Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America. I disagree about what we should
do on our date nights away from
Sara Calhoun was chapter presiour daughters. She's nine years
dent.

younger than I am.
I don't feel comfortable going
to dance clubs. I don't like crowds,
fighting, to get the bartender's
attention for a drink or dancing
with 25-year-olds.
I'd prefer listening to live music,
staying home and enjoying an
empty house or going somewhere
quiet for dinner. My wife thinks
what I like is 'boring" and this
is creating issues in our marriage.
I want her to be happy and
for both of us to enjoy each
other's company. We're having a
difficult time finding a compromise. I feel like I'll never live
up to her standards of what's fun
and entertaining. Any suggestions?
-- DATE NIGHT DILEMMA
DEAR DILEMMA: Yes, two
of them. The first is to take turns
choosing what you'll do on your
date nights, so that you both have
some of what you want. The second is to find some new activities you can enjoy as a couple.
Shared interests will help you
grow together.
*NM*

DEAR ABBY: A woman at
work is having a baby. I didn't
get around to contributing to her
group gift. I also didn't sign the
card or mention my omission at
the time of the baby shower.
A few days later I received a
thank-you note. The mother-to-be
obviously assumed I contributed.
Money is extremely tight right now.
Saving the $20 I was going to
spend will help my budget. I don't
think anyone picked up on my
faux pas. Should I keep quiet? - CONFLICTED
DEAR CONFLICTED: You
didn't commit a faux pas; you chose
to abstain. I see no reason to
announce that you didn't participate in the baby gift. Not contributing because it would have
caused financial strain wasn't a
breach of etiquette; it was prudent. If your name wasn't on the
gift card, you misled no one.

Et A Et V Et I_

E_

to travel around the world in less
than 80 days. (She made the trip
in 72 days.)
In 1910, Eugene B. Ely became
the first aviator to take off from
a ship as his Curtiss pusher rolled
off a sloping platform on the deck
of the scout cruiser USS Birmingham off Hampton Roads, Va.
In 1922, the British Broadcasting Corporation began its domestic radio service.
In 1940, during World War II,
German planes destroyed most of
the English town of Coventry.
In 1969, Apollo 12 blasted off

for the moon.
In 1970, a chartered Southern
Airways DC-9 crashed while trying to land in Huntington, W.Va.,
killing all 75 people on board.
including the Marshall University
football team and its coaching
staff.
In 1972, the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed above the
1.000 level for the first time, ending the day at 1,003.16.
In 1986, the Securities and
Exchange Commission imposed a
$100 million penalty against insidetrader !limn F. Boesky.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I've been forces us to take in 'more arr. But
yawning a lot lately, and it got a study in 1987 debunked this
me thinking about what causes theory. When volunteers were
this phenomenon. Does anyone exposed to high oxygen levels,they
know why we yawn, and do you didn't yawn any less.
have any idea why yawns seem
Some believe that yawning
to be contagious?
stretches out the lungs and nearDEAR READER: Most peo- by tissues, preventing tiny airple yawn several times per day, ways in the lungs from collapssometimes without even noticing ing. Yawning may also help make
it. In fact, us more alert after a period of
almost all ver- relaxation, because it's associated
tebrate ani- with stretching of the muscles and
mals yawn up joints and an increased heart rate.
to 10 times per Both of those theories seem reahour, by some sonable to me, particularly the
estimates. first one.
Yawning
is
My red-flag question to you.
most common if you were my patient. would
in the early be, Has your yawning increased
morning and beyond the normal amount recentKomaroff
late
evening.
ly? Believe it or not, yawning
Dr.
What do may be a sign of disease.
By
Excessive yawning has been
these yawns
Dr. Anthony
mean? That observed among people with mulKomaroff
you are tired? tiple sclerosis, ALS (also called
Bored?
Lou Gehrig's disease), following
The fact is, we don't know. radiation treatments, and among
It's probably a myth that yawn- people treated for Parkinson's dising always means you're sleepy. ease. Rarely, it may precede a
People do often yawn as they are migraine headache.
ready to go to sleep at night, but
Don't misunderstand: If you find
it also happens when we wake yourself yawning more often than
up in the morning and at other usual, the chance that you have
times of day. Nevertheless. I find any of these diseases is still very
myself yawning more often when small. I raise this point only to
I'm sleepy (or having trouble wak- say that when a patient tells me
ing up).
that he or she is yawning more
Yawns do seem to pass from often than usual, I look harder
person to person, as if they were for other symptoms.
contagious. What causes this? It's
That's why I think that noticeprobably the power of suggestion. able changes in the amount you
We see someone yawn, and all yawn may be worth mentioning
of a sudden we also need to yawn. to your doctor. Or maybe you
Maybe it's a behavior that is pro- just need to get more sleep.
grammed into us. Maybe it's, a
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
way of showing someone else that and professor at Harvard Medical
we are connected and sympathet- School. Go to his website to send
ic to them.
questions and get additional inforNone of the theories about why mation: www.AskDoctorK.com.)
•••••
we yawn have been proven. But
there are still lots of theories,
COPYRIGHT 2011 THE
anyway.
PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS
People used to think yawning OF HARVARD COLLEGE
DISTRIBUTED BY UNIVERmeant our bodies weren't getting
enough oxygen, because yawning SAL UCLICK FOR UFS

Hints From RIM°

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 14, the
318th day of 2011. There are 47
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 14, 1851, Herman
Melville's novel "Moby-Dick; Or,
The Whale" was first published
in the United States.
On this date:
In 1881,Charles J. Guiteau went
on trial for assassinating President James A. Garfield.
In 1889,inspired by Jules Verne,
New York World reporter Nellie
Bly (Elizabeth Cochrane) set out

N1urrio

Several theories explains
why we yawn

Family allows girl's birthday
to be lost in 9/11 observance

Looking Back
Ten years ago
As more than 3,000 extra people make their way into Calloway
County, local residents are beginning to feel the impact as traffic
begins to thicken and area hotels
and restaurants begin to fill as
the Kentucky Baptist Convention
gets underway today at Murray
State University's Regional Special Events Center.
The Murray State rodeo team
will host cowboys and cowgirls
representing 30 universities and
colleges from the 10-state Ozark
Region at its Intercollegiate Rodeo
Thursday-Saturday.
Lula Belle Hodge presented the
program and Linda Scott gave the
devotional at the October meeting of the Magazine Club.
Twenty years ago
The Murray offices of the Kentucky Department of Human
Resources have requested permission from the state to move into
the George Weaks Community Center, filling the vacant third floor
and bringing the center's occupancy to 100 percent.
Navy fireman recruit Charles T.
Vance, son of Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Wright, recently reported for duty
aboard the aircraft carrier USS
America, homeported in Norfolk,
Va.
Descendants of Brownlow and
Nannie Green held their annual
family reunion recently.
Stephen D. Vidmer of Murray
is attending the Salmon P. Chase
College of Law at Fort Thomas.
Thirty years ago
More than 600 well-wishers
turned out at the Roast for Robert
0. Miller Friday night and
bestowed on him a lasting honor
- the Robert 0. Miller Scholarship Fund at Murray State University.
Officials of the Kroger Company have announced they are considering moving the company's procession operation for gelatin, drink
mixes and salted nuts to Murray.
Two junior students at Murray
State University. Kim Epley of
Powderly and Mike Fulton of
Evansville, Ind., were awarded
$500 scholarships from Noranda

Murray Ledger & Times

COME ON, 50N...
HOWUP COULD
IT POSSIBLY BE?

WELL...LET'S JUST SAY, IF I WERE A

ATHLETE, SPORTSCENTER
1 PROFESSIONAL
WOULD BE REPLAYING IT OVER AND
OVER AND OVER.
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HELP/ VIM BEING
EATEN BY A
COOKIE JAR

-MUNCH
mUNcH
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GET OUT
OF THERE,
,

COOKING
ADVICE
FROM THE
1960S
Dear
Heloise: I am
your newest
fan! I am 42
and
have
by
never really
Heloise cooked. My
husband is an
amazing housecleaner, so I don't
have to worry about that much,
either.
But I have recently started
COOKING and was going through
old cookbooks. I found two old
Heloise books, "Kitchen Hints"
and "All Around the House," from
the '60s! (Heloise here: These were
my mother's books.) I received
these 13 years ago from my mother-in-law when she moved from
Austin, Texas, to Denver and was
downsizing everything.
It has been such a delight to
read these books for the first time.
I really appreciate everything our
mothers and grandmothers did with
no-stick cooking spray, zipper-lock
bags and all the rest! I can't wait
to devour your website as well.
I have been sharing the fun
tips and stories with my mother
and my friends -- Melanie S. in

San Antonio
Melanie, thanks for being a
"new" fan! My mother's old books
are a fun read, and many of the
hints are still valid today. However, some of the hints may no
longer work or are no longer safe.
How about picking up my latest
book, "Handy Household Hints
From Heloise"? You should be
able to find it in your local bookstore (call first), order it online
or visit www.Heloise.com to obtain
a copy. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are some
other uses for your old baby bathtubs:
* Take with you on a camping trip and use to wash dishes.
* When bringing outside plants
in from the cold, place them inside
one.
* Fill with water and use to
soak your feet.
* Use to soak clothes.
* Use outside to bathe pets.
Heloise
VISIT COUNTDOWN
Dear Heloise: iy granddaugh-

ter and her family lived in Germany when she was about 3 years
old. In order for her to understand the number of days before
we would be there, I would send
her seven small gifts. She was to
open one of the gifts each day.
She knew it was the day to pick
us up at the airport when she opened
the last gift. She is now a college graduate, but she still talks
about the excitement of our visits. -- T.M., Huntsville, Ala.
How brilliant, and this would
work today where a child needs
to wait days for something important. -- Heloise
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: My pet peeve
is that all of the coupons they
print now state that you have to
buy two or more of the product.
Since there are only two of us
living here and we have limited
space to store stuff, this is not
feasible. Also, if it is a new product or one we haven't tried yet,
why do I want two if I don't
know if I like it or not? I would
rather they go back to smaller
dollar value and let us buy the
products once again. -- Tammy.
via email
(c)2011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1
6
10
11
13
14
15
16
18
19
22
23
24
27
28
29
30
35
36
37
38
40
42
43
44
45

Past its best
Applies makeup
Sherbet flavor
Leaves out
Singer Baker
Uncover
Coat rack part
Cocoa vessel
Commotion
Retailer
Brewery product
Let off steam
Nuisances
Fence supports
Poker payment
Annoy
Game official
Road goo
Dog doc
— Baba
Missouri river
Showy display
Daughter of Lear
Nick of "48 HRS"
Fall mo.
Medicine amounts

Gladden
Formal observances
Mountain pass
Dove cry
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Some hits
Basic belief
Pedro's pal
Auction unit
Some paints
Avoid
"— dreaming?"
Lummoxes
School attendee
Newspaper section
Luau instrument
Insurance worker
Conjure up
Church leader
Packs away
Closet use
Feign
Mamie's husband
Happening
Becomes boring
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Linda Arakelyan was the top overall finisher for the Lady Tigers in 84th
place with a finish of 23:20.13.

GREG WADDELL Ledger and Times
Sarai McCallon (320) and Montana Rowland, though both newcomers,
proved to be valuable for a Calloway team that finish ninth at State.

Lady Tigers use Lady Lakers
depth to claim take ninth place
No. 14 spot
at State Meet
SENIOR STEVEN SPEED
TOP TIGER FINISHER IN
66TH PLACE.
By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
With a strong showing in Saturday's
State Meet, Murray High head pact Jeff
Sparks said his team had plenty to be happy
about as a group but as individuals as well
As a whole, the Lady Tigers finished
14th with an average time of 23:45.51.
"Overall, I thought it went real well," he
said."We were real happy with our results.
It was a tough day to run. It was extremely
windy. That had a big effect on the times. It
was hard do a lot of comparison based on
times but, as far as how our runners placed,
we achieved what we were looking to do so
we're happy with that."
As for the team's goal of breaking some
personal records, though, Sparks said
windy conditions slowed down all of the
runners competing quite a bit.
In fact, Sparks pointed to last year's
times as a comparison point.
"I did some analysis comparing the

times from this year's State Meet to last
year," he said, "and in the girls' race the
overall average this year was about 33 seconds slower than last year and in the boys'
race it was about 19 seconds slower this
year. I think, probably, the major contributing factor to that was the wind. As a result,
some of the time goals and things we were
hoping for we weren't able to achieve but
when you factor in those time differences
then our times look real well."
Still, for the girls, though no individual
finished in the top 80,their depth proved to
be a strength once again.
Sparks said that was key.
"That's been our strength on the girls all
season since we lost Kenzley, our No. 1
runner," he said."We just rely on our depth
and just having that close, tight pack. That
held true again at the State Meet. We had
about a 48 second split from our No. I runner to our No.6 runner. All of our placings
were just real close together so that's been
our strength and that carried through and
helped us to get the team results we were
hoping to get."
Linda Arakelyan(84)and Bethany Vogt
•See

WA RMACK, U MSTEAD
FINISH WELL AS
INDIVIDUALS FOR BOYS.
By GREG WADOELL
Assistant Sports Editor.
If the 2011 C'alloway County girls'cross
country season was a good story thus far,
then Saturday wrapped up the perfect ending for Keith Jared and his Lady Lakers as
they walked away with a ninth place overall finish in the State Meet.
To hear Jared talk about it though, it's
hard not to imagine the coach smiling ear
to ear the whole time.
"I was very pleased with how they competed," he said. "I was nervous simply
because, being as young as we were, only
four had competed in it last year. I knew
that it was either they were going to get
caught up in the emotion and not run well
or they run like they did. They just kind of
got in, ran their race and didn't get excited
and they competed extremely well. They
all ran close to or right at their personal best
and season best so they competed extremely well."

MURRAY,10

4r

Though a top-10 finish was a goal of
his, Jared said his girls were mainly just
shooting for the top finish in the first
region. Come Saturday afternoon, they
achieved that and much more.
"We wanted to be the first region one
team again," he said, "so, that was kind of
the main goal. Looking at Hopkinsville and
Lone Oak,they were kind of right there on
us at regional and we wanted to prove that
we deserved to win the regional and wanted to beat them again and, fortunately, we
were able to do that as well. We were ninth,
Hopkinsville was I 1 th and Lone Oak was
12th so we were all very close there again
and had a very good regional showing but
to be able to get a top-10.That's the best my
girls have ever scored, I think, since '08
with my boys getting runner-up. To do that
with girls as young as we have (is amazing)."
That said, Jared mentioned he didn't
even about the final result until a mom
texted him. After that, though, it was hard
not to know how they did.
"Once I found out that the team got
ninth, from that point till I got on the bus I

From MSU Athletics
The
Murray
State
women's basketball team will
play its first road game,of the
201 I -12 season, Monday,
Nov. 14 at Assembly Hall in
Bloomington. Ind., against
Indiana at 6 p.m.(CST).
Scouting Indiana
The Hoosiers are 0-1 after
losing their opening game on
the road to Central Arkansas
(58-46). RJ went 9-20 overall in 2010-11 and 3-13 in Big
Ten.
The Hoosiers saw key performances from
Sasha
Chaplin
and
Jasmine
McGhee. Chaplin tallied a
team-best 13 points and 10
rebounds, while shooting
.750 (6-of-8) from the field.
McGhee added 12 points and
eight boards and shot .400(6-;
of-I5).
While 11-1 lost the game
they did earn rebounding and
shooting percentage advantages over UCA.
The
Hoosier garnered a 40-31
rebound advantage and shot
40.7 percent from the field to
the Sugar Bears 36.0. The
key- differences in the game
were throe-point shooting and
free-throw shooting. IU went"
to the charity stripe just five
times during the contest,
making just one and UCA;,
was 12-of-19. The Sugar
Bears also had a clear advantage in three's, making 10-of26 and the Hoosiers attempted only three and made one.
IU headed into the locker.
room with a 22-18 advantage
and they were out-scored 2440 in the second half of
action.
The Series
This will be just the second meeting between the
Hoosiers and the Racers, with
MSU holding a 1-0 advantage in the all-time series)!
The Racers earned a 71-56
win on a neutral court in the
first meeting. Dec. 12, 1980.
This will also be just the third
meeting between MSU and a ,
team from the Big Ten, with
the Racers being I-1 in those
meetings.
Exciting Entrance for
Erica
Red-shirt
sophomore,
Erica Burgess made an imme-Ii
diate impact for the Racers'
after sitting out last season
•See BASKETBALL 10

•See CALLOWAY, 10

MURRAY STATE 56, AUSTIN PEAY 24

Murray State thrashes Austin Peay
SENIORS, DEFENSE LEAD RACERS PAST
RIVAL GOVERNORS ON SENIOR DAY

3

34

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Through the first nine games
of 2011, Murray State wasn't
particularly great during the first
and third quarters.
Don't tell Qua Nuzzle and
Julian Whitehead that, however.
With rival Austin Peay set to
invade Roy Stewart Stadium
Saturday afternoon, and the
Racers hopes of an at-large bid
to the FCS playoffs still intact.
Huzzie and Whitehead made
sure the Racers got off to a quick

Hatcher said. "It got the momentum in our favor, it let out
offense maybe get a little more
confidence and it was just good
to get on the board there first and
jump on them a little bit."
After that, the Racers would
keep jumping, but not quite with
the intensity Hatcher would have

start.
Just :56 seconds into
Saturday's game, senior Ryan
Walker stripped the ball from
Austin Peay running back
Wesley Kitts.
Huzzie, who was in on the
Murray State has gotten in
play, quickly scooped the ball
from the turf and took it 24-yards some trouble this season trading
field goals for touchdowns, and
for the touchdown.
Just like that, the Racers were after four-straight Kienan Cullen
up 7-0 and on their way to a 56- field goals gave the Racers a 190 lead, Hatcher said he couldn't
24 victory over the Governors.
"I mean that play was huge," help but think about the points
second-year head coach Chris the Racers were leaving on the

field by stalling in the red zone
and just outside of it.
Enter Whitehead.
With 11:51 left in the second
quarter. Whitehead picked off a
fumble from Austin Peay's Scott
Thomas, mimicking Huzzie and
taking the ball all the way back,
42-yards, for the score.
The fumble recovery gave the
Racers a 26-0 lead, and spoiled
any momentum the Governors
had gotten to that point.
Which wasn't much.
Austin Peay didn't picked up
only five first downs in the first
half, and zero in the first quarter.
•See RACERS, 10

RICKY MAR11N / Ledger & Times
Murray State defensive tackle Ryan Walker(55)forces the
ball out of the hands of Austin Peay's Wesley latts.
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National Football League
All Times EST

Monday s Game
Minnesota at Green Bay. 8 30 p m

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
South

Houston
Tennessee
Jacksonville
Indianapolis

W
L
7 3
5 4
3 6
0 10

T Pct
0 700
0 556
0 333
0 000

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
West

San Francisco
Seattle
Anzona
St Louis

W
8
3
3
2

L
1
6
6
7

T
0
0
0
0

Pct
889
.333
.333
222

Thursday, Nov. 17
N.Y. Jets at Denver 820 p.m.
Sunday, Nov 20
Tampa Bay at Green Bay. 1 p m
Oakland at Minnesota. 1 p.m
Carolina at Detroit, 1 p.m
Dallas at Washington, 1 p.m
Jacksonville at Cleveland, 1 p m
Cincinnati at Baltimore, 1 p m
Buffalo at Miami, 1 p m.
Arizona at San Francisco. 4:05 p m
Seattle at St. Louis. 405 pm
San Diego at Chicago, 4:15 p.m.
Tennessee at Atlanta. 4:15 p.m.
Philadelphia at N V Giants. 8:20 p.m.
Open. Houston. Indianapolis, New
Orleans, Pittsburgh
Monday, Nov. 21
Kansas City at New England 830 p m

Thursday's Game

Oakland 24, San Diego 17
Sunday's Games
Dallas 44, Buffalo 7
Denver 17, Kansas City 10
Miami 20. Washington 9
St Louis 13, Cleveland 12
Anzona 21, Philadelphia 17
Tennessee 30, Carolina 3
Pittsburgh 24, Cincinnati 17
Houston 37, Tampa Bay 9
New Orleans 26, Atlanta 23, OT
Jacksonville 17, Indianapolis 3
Seattle 22, Baltimore 17
San Francisco 27, N Y. Giants 20
Chicago 37. Detroit 13
New England 37. N Y Jets 16

GREG WADDELL / Ledger and Times
Dylan Warmack was the top overall finishers for the
Calloway County guys,finishing 52nd at 18:10.19.

•Basketball
From Page 9
due to NCAA transfer rules.
The Memphis, Tenn., native tallied a team-best 18 points and
nine assists, while adding five
rebounds and four steals.
Burgess also shot .500(7-of-14)
from the field, went 1-3 from
beyond the arc and 3-of-4 from
the free-throw line.
Newcomers Making Marks
Burgess was not the only
newcomer to make an immediate mark on the team. Freshman
Ashleigh McBean tallied a
team-high 10 rebounds. Juniortransfer Kyra Watson was also
strong with eight points, nine
boards and four steals.
High Pressure Defense
The Racers had a high-pressure defense in place in the season opener against the Purple
Aces. MSU forced UE into 31
turnovers, stealing away 20.
The Racers had better ball control, committing just 13
turnovers and allowing seven
steals. The fast pace of the game
also led to MSU attempting 82
shots, 35 from beyond the arc,
with Evansville attempting 50
(18-three's).
Preseason Honors
Junior Mariah Robinson and
sophomore Jessica Winfrey both
earned double preseason honors
for the Racers, being named to
the Preseason All-OVC and
Madness
Sports
College
Preseason teams.
Robinson was an All-OVC
Second Team pick in 2010-11
after leading the Racers with
17.9 points per game in conference action. The Beaver Dam,
Ky., native also added 5.9
rebounds per game, a team-best
74 assists and 46 steals. The 59 guard shot .376 from the field,
.338 from beyond the arc and
.828 from the charity stripe.
Winfrey was a stable force
across the court for MSU in
2010-11, earning OVC AllNewcomer honors. The Marion,

Ark., native averaged 10.6
points and a team-best 9.7
boards per game. The 5-10 forward added a .432 shooting percentage, 23 assists, 26 steals and
11 blocks.
Jessica's Missing for the
Season
Both of the Racers players
named Jessica, Jessica Winfrey
and Jessica Holder, will miss the ,
2011-12 campaign due to injury.
Winfrey was a key starter for the
Racers last year, while Holder
was sidelined for most of the
2010-11 campaign due to injury
as well.
Racers Starting the Season
MSU is now 21-19 all-time
in home openers after thier 7661 win over Evansville at the
CFSB Center (Nov. I 1 ). It was
the fifth match-up between the
Racers and Evansville to open
the home season, with UE holding a 3-2 advantage in those
games. The win also improved
MSU season opener record to
18-27.
National Attendance
Murray State women's basketball was ranked No. 27 in the
NCAA DI last season for home
attendance. The Racers played
14 games at the CFSB Center
and totaled 52,617 in attendance
for an average of 3,758 fans per
game. MSU was the only team
in the OVC to break the top-50,
with the OVC ranking 10th
among DI conferences with ad
average of 1,268 fans per home
game. The conference had a
total attendance of 171,162,
which was a conference record.
Up Next
The Racers will return home
to the friendly confines of the
CFSB Center for a Nov. 17
game against Mid-Continent at
5:15 p.m. The game will be the
last home game for MSU until
Dec. 3 when they host Saint
Louis. The Racers will play the
next four games on the road.

From Page 9
don't know if I stopped smiling,"
he said with a laugh."I wasjust so
excited, so happy for the girls and
so proud of them and, still,! don't
think they realize just how big this
is with a regional title and a ninth
at state. Everything just kind of
worked out."
The biggest results may come
next year, though, as Jared returns
every one of his girls with hopes
to contend for an even higher finish on the state level. In fact, three
of the top five finishers for
Calloway were middle schoolers.
"I believe (it will give us
momentum next year) and hope
so," he said. "We didn't really
know what we had at the beginning of the year. I don't know if
another group of girls would have
accepted the two that came in late
in the year, especially Sarai.
We've been talking about
Montana most of the year and that
she was gonna try and she had
been to practices and some of the
early meets but with Sarai we
honestly had no idea she was
gonna tun. As soon as she started,
though,the kids embraced her and
just accepted her right in there.
Plus with her personality you can't
help but like Sarai. But I hope(the
momentum carries over). There
are just so many upsides and
places that I can look and say,
'Man, we can be so much better
next year but I hope they feel the
same way."
For the girls, Lauren Eastwood

think, in the next two years
From Page 9
Quinnen is going to do some real
(85), who clocked in just a frac- good things for us.
tion of a second apart at 23:20.14
And, finally, for Margie, who
and 23:20.75 respectively, led the competed as seventh grader,
Lady Tigers.
Sparks said he has a bright future
Sydney Vogt crossed the finish as
well.
line 34 seconds after the duo for
"With Bryce being just a sev101st place followed by Heatherly
enth grader, I kind of just took a
Paschall (103, 24:03.54) Claire
down through all the
Wilson (104, 24:08.63), Bailey quick look
I
think Bryce was the
results
and
Kennedy (105, 24:08.93) and
seventh
grader to finish in
sixth
Abigail Paschall (141,26:21.07).
For the guys,Steven Speed led the race," Sparks said. 'That's
the way in 66th place with a time pretty exciting and, just like
of 18:35.02 followed by Quinnen Quinnen, Bryce has even more
Taylor (84, 19:10.64) and Bryce years left to get back to the State
Meet and to keep improving.
Margie(182, 21:09.79).
As for his guys, Sparks had Bryce is going to do some good
plenty to say about each.. He start- things in the future for us as well."
That said, Sparks mentioned
ed with his senior, Speed.
"Steven has just had a great his seniors and talked 44.b6ut the
career,- Sparks said. "(The last impact they've made.
"For Steven Speed, in his last
race) maybe wasn't quite what he
was hoping for but I'm still really State Meet, and Heatherly
happy and proud of what he's Paschall on the girls' side, who
done throughout this year."
competed in her last State Meet as
Taylor, he said, will be an asset well, it was their fifth time in the
for the Tigers next year and in the State Meet representing Murray
future.
High School," he said. "Ifs excit"Quinnen, probably as far as ing to be there competing for the
comparing times, had probably State Meet and then when you
the best race of anyone on our start thinking about it being those
team that was running," Sparks runners' last cross country race as
said. "He was only two seconds a high school runner that part of it
than what his previous best had is a little bit sad. I told the kids on
been this season and, considering the bus on the way home I'm
the windy conditions, that was a gonna miss things like this. The
real good race for him. He's got a
kids have just made it a great year
Photo by DEREK MILLER
lot to look forward to the next
and
exciting and just a special
Quinnen Taylor, who finished in 84th with a time couple of years after having this
year
for
me. I've just had the kids
of19:10.64, has a bright future head coach Jeff Sparks said. first year of experience and so, 1
to thank for that."

From Page 9
The Governors got on the
board in the second quarter on a
10-yard pass from Jake Ryan to
Thomas, but Murray quickly
responded by way of Mike
Harris.
Harris, who was honored
prior to the start of the game as

part of the Senior Day festivities,
found the endzone from three
yards out with 5:44 left in the
first half, then again two minutes
later from five yards out.
The extra point was blocked
after Harris' second touchdown,
the one blemish on an otherwise
perfect day for the senior Cullen.
"I'd say this was the best

game I've had," Cullen said
afterwards. "This was the first
time since I've been at Murray
State that my whole family has
been able to come and watch me
play, and it was good to put on a
good show for them."
Cullen didn't just make his
mark in the kieking game, however.
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led the way with a 34th place finish (21:33.07) follwed by Kelly
Norton in 54th (22:07.66) and
Sarai Mee-anon in 79th( 22:40.
28) while Delissa Green (82,
22:47.32), Montana Rowland
(107, 23:18.34), Kaitlyn Cory
(203, 27:48.84)and Cassidy Neal
(204, 28:01.27) rounded out the
scoring for the Lady Lakers.
On the guys side, sophomore
Dylan Wannack led the way in
52nd place with a time of
18:10.19 followed by Ian
Umstead, who clocked in at
19:49. 17, for 152nd place out of
249 runners.
"I'm really proud of both of
them because they've been running with the a team all year
long," Jared said. "Every race
they've stepped on the line and
had a teammate right there with
them and this time they were kind
of out there by themselves. Still, I
think, they both ran very well.
Dylan went right at 18:10. His PR,
I think, is 17:40 or 17:50 so he
was right there. I was really proud
of him. Ian has had some back
problems but he was able to put
on some BioFreeze and get
through the race. He was able to
run under 20 and that was right
around his PR. All in all, I was
really happy with how we were
able to compete. I think there's no
reason why we shouldn't go up
there and compete this time next
year."

*Transmission Flush
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'Coolant Flush
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'Shocks 'Struts
'AC Service

On fourth-down and ten yards
to go with 14:01 left in the fourth
quarter, Cullen found wide
receiver Walter Powell open on a
21-yard pass off a fake punt to
give the Racer a first down.
Cullen said the play was put
in last week.
"Coach came up to me and
asked ill could throw it," Cullen
said. "Of course I said yes,
whether I actually could or not
was another thing."
He did, however,and Hatcher
said the play was ,crucial in
terms of not allowing Austin
Peay back in the game.
"It was a big play because it
didn't let them get any momentum," Hatcher said. "I'm not
sure whether they had any or
not, but we just made sure they
didn't get any."
Harris would find the endzone two more times in the second half, first off a 10-yard pass
from Casey Brockman, then
again on a 17-yard touchdown
run with 10:20 left in the game.
Hatcher said the win keeps all
of his teams' goals intact for at
least another week.
"We secured a winning season, back-to-back," Hatcher
said. "We also kept ourselves
alive for a chance at the playoffs."
The Racers will finish the
regular season Saturday, as they
travel to Cape Girardeau to take
on Southeast Missouri State, the
team that won the Ohio Valley
Conference a year ago, and
defeated the Racers 30-17 last
year at home.
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